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Perhaps you have wondered if sociable drinking has unintended consequences to your health, family
members, relationships, or your job? Too together. All the women you know are too smart. As well rich. Too
kind. Have you ever thought that losing control of your drinking couldn’t happen to you or someone you
love? In Raising underneath, mothers, daughters, medical researchers, and young women share their stories
of why they drank, how they stopped, and the joys and benefits of being within their lives after they
kicked alcoholic beverages to the curb. Can be your book club really a “wine club”?We reside in a boozy
culture, and the idea of women and wine has become entrenched. Pick one. Perform you crave the to push
out a beverage can bring to handle panic, parenthood, the pressures of being a mom, a wife/partner, a
professional? Too much fun.
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MS Boucher also phone calls upon the Medical Job to become far better informed in recognizing this
powerful MS Boucher offers shared her own personal testimony including other women's stories to
illustrate the disease of alcoholism in women.. Five Stars Informative, required, and enlightening. This is a
great reserve, quick read and would recommend this not only for women, but for whoever has an open
mind and would like a fresh perspective of the impacts of drinking in the American lifestyle!An Insightful
View into the Destructive Potential of Alcohol in One's Life Raising underneath was really an insightful read
- Boucher speaks from years of real life experience and study. Definitely inspiring. Inspirational stories that
I identify with and a solution for a better life.I would recommend itto any females that thinks she may
have a drinking problem. Full of suggestions to help me understand the impact of booze on my life. she
couldn’t put it down. In the event that you drink at all please don’t miss this reserve. Loved Raising the
Bottom!The tales and anecdotes from so many women opened my eye to the ways our culture encourages
excessive drinking. I liked the stories, particularly from the mothers, grandmothers and doctors who have
been all equally affected by their drinking. We by no means think it can happened to us or someone who
appears to possess it all together. The women in this reserve all had regular or privileged lives, plus they still
drank. It’s true, doctor’s only solutions come in the form or prescriptions, and from the voices of women
that Boucher gathered, clearly, this does not work. Bam!! This book is amazing. Lisa's willingness to be

transparent with the reader .. As a professional, it offers you a perspective how our tradition and society
embed alcoholic beverages in therefore many day-to-day habits/public environments. This book is amazing.
Thank you Lisa! She addresses the many stages of drinking and shares the progression of the disease of
alcoholism. If you are a sober girl or trying to stop drinking, you want to read this reserve.Lisa is a gifted
storyteller. It took me back to my own encounter with abusing alcohol and drugs. The book is non-
judgemental, insightflul, educational and useful!!! It equips the reader with invaluable info. A Must Read for
Parents Clear, easy to read. Every parent of teenagers could study from this. In the end, don't my kids
make use of me as their initial part model?This well crafted book answers many concerns about the
chronic,progressive andfatal disease of alcoholism. Her book not only provides insight to her personal journey
with alcohol, but also stories of other women who've had negative consequences because of drinking. My
daughter has a 13 year aged. Guess what's moving in that mom's Christmas stocking? Five Stars Loved this
book! Enlightening and Reflective It is obvious that Lisa wrote from her center. The heartbreak and
destruction of alcoholism is certainly real. That is a must browse for anyone who is interested in learning
more about the positive and negative impacts of social drinking. I absolutely loved scanning this book I
absolutely loved scanning this book. I have "suggested" this publication to women who issue this disease and
the women who know it too well. I could not place this publication down! Lisa's willingness to end up being
transparent with the reader is so useful. Shared with a pal & This is a unfortunate but honest check out
the discomfort and heartbreak that comes with addiction and shows us how it destroys families and lives.
The tales these women share with us are gut wrenching and honest and, ultimately, all of them are
uplifting and hopeful. Wow! on point!! Must read! If you or anyone in your life "over indulges" a few too
many times; that is book for you to browse.MS Boucher also callsupon the Medical Occupation to become
much better informed in recognizing this powerful,cunning,baffling disease. Many thanks, Ms. Boucher, for
placing your understanding and insight about an epidemic issue, into words! Great This is the Big Publication
for women. Five Stars Fabulous read! Most of all she shares the impact that social drinking may possess on
our kids and our families. Loved it! An honest, easy to understand look at alcohol use and abuse in women.
Great personal tales highlighting the message Easy to relate with this book! Raising the Bottom really

resonated with me and made me recognize how surrounded we are by way of a drinking culture! Even our
doctors don't realize how much drinking can be effecting our lives. I'm thankful that Ms. Lisa brings to the
forefront the issues concerning alcohol and it’s abuse so few of us want to talk about or acknowledge. An
eye-opening view of the impact alcohol can have and the insidious methods alcohol creeps into one's



existence. Great read and I definitely recommend this publication to anyone. That is a must examine for
anyone who is questioning their drinking or their loved one's drinking! She nailed it! Addiction Great Book!
Alcohol is indeed prevalent in culture today it’s nearly taboo to not indulge. Boucher has created a book
that may hopefully open more eye to this huge issue! The hell I lived was my own however the denial of
alcohol having a part in it escaped me.It isa compelling browse demonstrating the ravages of the overuse of
alcoholic beverages and the insidious path to full blown alcoholism. Lisa's lifestyle experience developing up
with an alcholic mother and becoming an alcholic herself and watching everyone around her struggle with
addiction was so interesting. There's so much that lots of can relate to.! It’s so relatable and something I
pick up when I have to remember why I halted drinking. A Winner Raising the Bottom is an in-your-face,
pull simply no punches, read. Loved Raising underneath A Must read for all, but specifically, women and the
ones who function in the medical occupation. It offers an informative view in to the destructiveness
alcohol might have on oneself and one's family, if not aware of drinking behavior.
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